In 2010, Brad was honored with the prestigious Merlin Award,
presented by The International Magician’s Society - the world’s
largest organization for magicians. In recognition of his work
entertaining family audiences all over the globe, Ross was
named “Best International Family Entertainer.” The Merlin
Award, the Oscar equivalent for the magic industry, is the highest
honor bestowed by the magic community, and is based on talent,
showmanship, originality, skills and ability to entertain under
any conditions. Previous recipients include David Copperfield,
Siegfried & Roy, The Great Blackstone and Criss Angel.

“I am proud to honor and recognize Brad Ross for his extraordinary
contributions to the magic community… His interactive, engaging style
and amazing feats of magic have won him the respect and admiration of
his peers and families all over the world.”
- Tony Hassini, World President of The International Magician’s Society

“Brad epitomizes the essence of quality, live family entertainment that
inspires and engages the audience. This honor is a tribute to the passion
and dedication he continuously exhibits, and I’m thrilled that he now joins
the ranks of the world’s greatest magicians.”
-Alana Feld, Disney Live! Producer & Feld Entertainment Executive Vice
President

Continuing to make his dreams come true, in 2014 Brad began
producing his ALL NEW multi-million dollar touring theatrical
stage show, Unbelievable – a true story of Brad’s inspiring
journey to follow his dreams, and along the way motivate
audiences to do the same.

“When you want something badly enough... believe in yourself and in the
magic of your own dreams; then ANYTHING is possible.”
- Brad Ross
Part David Copperfield / Part Disney – Brad Ross is THE illusionist who
will make you believe in magic all over again.
Dubbed “illusionist extraordinaire” by ABC TV, Brad Ross has been hailed
as a world class, modern-day showman with all the charm of the “boy-nextdoor”. Brad has been dazzling audiences & mesmerizing millions for over 2
decades, and is recognized for his unparalleled energy, originality, and ability
to inspire and entertain people from all walks of life. With a style & personality
all his own, he is guaranteed to put smiles on the faces of young and old alike.
What started out as a hobby soon became Brad’s entire life! Bitten by the
“magic bug” at the age of 5, Brad became intrigued by the art of magic after
seeing a magician perform at his 5th birthday party, and after taking a magic
class at the local Jewish Community Center, he was hooked! Magic enhanced
Brad’s sense of confidence and self-assurance, and introduced him to a world
where anything could happen.

Brad Ross: International Star Illusionist
Tonight’s program will be selected from the following illusions:
Celestial Elevator
The Magic Revolving Door
Fire Spiker
Enter the World of Magic
A Lesson In Magic
My First Magic Show - Featuring my pal, Hank
Growing Pains
Liquid Glass - “Shattered Perceptions”
Origami... watch as the magic unfolds
The Fastest Escape In The World

“As I got older, I started realizing the gift that magic had given me was
the same gift I wanted to give audiences when I performed. Every day on
stage, I hope I bring the audience into a magical world of possibility. And
after experiencing my illusions, I hope I can inspire people to find the real
magic all around them.” he says.

TWISTER? ...TWIST HIM!

In 2005, after a long search for “the right fit”, Feld Entertainment (in association
with The Walt Disney Company) signed Brad to a multi-year contract headlining
the first ever Disney magic production, Disney LIVE present’s Mickey’s Magic
Show. The opportunity was a dream-come-true for Brad, and one that would
allow him to share his magic with the world.

The Wash-O-Matic 3001

Brad has a remarkable, innate talent for entertaining audiences. His determination
and natural ability turned his passion into a profession that has taken him around
the globe on multiple world tours, including performances on 5 continents, in
25 countries and in 16 different languages! Recognized as the consummate
professional performer, Brad has created an extensive entertainment range and
is equally comfortable performing in the most intimate of settings, for private
celebrity events or on prestigious theatrical stages, as he is performing on
television or in multi-million dollar productions. Featured on over 500 national &
international TV programs, Ross’ ability to connect with audiences via television
and internet webcasts is equally as appealing as his live performances.

An Audience on Mars
Shadows Come To Life
Firefly Levitation
The Twice As Incredible Sawing Two Ladies In Two Halves
“I Know What You’re Thinking”: A Mentalist’s Experiment
The Magic All Around Us
Old & New Magic
Crystal Box
The SQUISHER
Things That Go Bump in the Night
*Program subject to change
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